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The Hawaii Food Industry Association is comprised of two hundred member companies
representing retailers, suppliers, producers, and distributors of food and beverage related
products in the State of Hawaii.
We already have fairly strict limitations on fireworks in our state and we oppose this attempt to
ban them further. We are a multicultural state and several cultures use fireworks as part of
yearly celebrations of a few significant holidays. Requiring additional permits to be able to
access fireworks for these events is unnecessarily limiting and makes it harder for most people
to celebrate. We ask that his measure be held and we thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Comments:
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I represent American Promotional
Events, Inc. (APE). APE is a State of Hawaii licensed importer and wholesaler of statelegal consumer fireworks.
This testimony is submitted on behalf of APE, and also Mr. Jerry Farley, APE's
representative, who is traveling today and unable to attend the hearing on this matter.
APE opposes HB 497.
HB 497 eliminates the specified days and times for sale, purchase and use of consumer
fireworks by the general public.
These specific times and dates are replaced by only "cultural events".
Who will decide what is a qualifying "cultural events"? The county fire officials that will
issue the permits? Or the citizen or member of the public that applies for the permit?
Clearly, the citizen will insist that the determination is his or hers alone and regulator
would have any say in the matter.
A regulator may well see it differently.
Conflict will be guaranteed.
And for those who think that HB497--if enacted--will eliminate all the illegal use that
continues to increase every year, be clearly and strongly disavowed of this notion.
Now, the state law has certitude for most uses of consumer fireworks. This certitude will
be replaced by personal opinion .
One of three scenarios will be the result: (1) more use on more days of illegal aerial
devices and illegally made aerial explosive devices; or (2) more use of legal consumer
fireworks items on more and more days; or (3) both of the above.

APE believes that the three predictable outcomes noted above, if HB 497 passes, is not
what the advocates really want but one those outcomes will be what they give to the
residents of Oahu, Honolulu.
What should happen is the re-legalization of consumer fireworks on Oahu so that
Honolulu's citizens can once again celebrate safely and responsibly with legal fireworks.
On behalf of APE, please reject HB 497. It is not a solution to the problem that is in
Honolulu.
Very truly yours,
Thomas J. Berger, Esq.
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Comments:
I oppose this measure. Just recently there were FOUR (4) fireworks related incidents
that EMS reported versus the 20+ incidents of ASSAULTS and VEHICULAR
ACCIDENTS all on New Year's Eve 2018.
Are we addressing the problems here or are we providing LIP SERVICE to coordinated
media hype about fireworks?
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Comments:
I grew up enjoying the family/friends aspect of lighting fireworks on major holidays.
Watching my neighbors each year ‘battle’ over fireworks, leaving us clouded in smoke –
all in good fun, on the day of the holiday, when allowed. Over the years, that’s changed.
I still have fireworks at times going off nearby. Maybe not the constant pop, bomb,
sounds of fireworks going off that precedes the actual holidays and lasts for a few
months thereafter, that would startle me as it was completely unexpected or popped just
as I laid down to go to sleep, but still a nuisance. With while I have issues with the
sound of fireworks being popped with what seemed year round during previous years,
other’s have lost their homes or been injured by fireworks. So it is with mixed feelings
that I support this bill, but would like to ask that it be a temporary prohibition. Let the
current supply of illegal’s be depleted, catch up on and perfect the inspection process,
see if ‘reform’ is possible first. As I’d hate to see something that brings people joy, taken
away because of people who abuse or misuse fireworks.
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Comments:
This is just plainly UNnessary. You will waist more time and money for nothing!!
This is some of the waist that is needs to be removed from Government.
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Comments:
Aloha Chair Lee, Vice-Chair San Buenaventura, and Members of the Committee on
Judiciary.
My name is James Goo and I am an individual testifying in OPPOSITION to H.B.
497. While I understand some of the reasoning behind such a measure, I do not
support a complete ban on consumer fireworks as proposed by this measure. The
lighting of firecrackers on New Years Eve adn Chinese New Years has been a cultural
and traditional custom that my family has practiced for over 5 generations since we've
been in Hawaii. My ancestral family also practiced the Lunar New Year custom in their
homeland of Guangung China.
Under this measure, I as an idividual household, would not be able to continue this
practice. From my layman's reading of the bill, it restricts the use of fireworks to cultural
events and goes further to define cultural event. However, in the preamble it says that
the purpose of this bill is to "discontinue authorization of non-cultural use of consumer
fireworks on the three designated holidays of New Year's Eve, the Fourth of July, and
Chinese New Year's Day." So are these days no longer considered cultural? Who
determines what is cultural? Can I as a person of Chinese ancestry continue to
purchase permits because I can claim it is part of my culture but someone of Russian
decent cannot? This would seem be create a racial divide between individuals.
Will the person issuing the permit have to request a birth certificate from me to make
sure that I am Chinese before issuing a permit? or is there simply going to be a
directive that no permits be issued unless it is for a cultural function by a specific group
like a Lion Dance team? Similar to how concealed carry permits are allowed in Hawaii
but have never been given.
The Legislature, in it's infinite wisdom, continually seeks to solve complex,problematic
issues through bans. This year alone there have been proposals to ban spanking, ban
cigarettes, ban plastics, ban straws, ban fireworks, and the list goes on and on. We've
already tried a complete ban of fireworks on Oahu in the 1980s during Mayor Eileen
Anderson's tenure. That did not work as the black market flourished. That continues
today. We see it every year by the sheer numbers of fireworks being set off all over the
island of Oahu. The people seemto have spoken through the thousands of individuals

who flagrantly violate the law because they are simply tired of being told over and over
that government knows what's best for them.
Prohibition never works. It didn't work for alcohol, it isn't working for marijuana, and we
are looking at legalizing that, It simply is not an effective tool.
There are a number of other bills that are more common sense which deserve
consideration such as increasing fines for fireworks violations, allowing video of
scofflaws to be used as evidence, or holding property owners liable for illegal
fireworks. Rather than simply banning fireworks, I am sure the intelligent minds ar the
Capitol can find a common sense solution that doesn't deprive a large portion of the
population from practicing something innocuous, one or two days out of the year, that
has been part of their culture, their heritage, their traditions for generations.
Please hold or defer HB 497.
Thank you.
James Goo

